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In the literature, different types ofcqnvexities of the norms are 
aviilable in normed linear space~:-uniform c~nvexity [3], uniform c~1lvexity 
in every direction [4], locally uniformly convex [5], locally uniformly convex 
near a poipt [5], weakly locally uniformly convex [5] and strict conve,xity 
[2]. In [l], the notions of uniform convexity and strict convexity wete 
extended to metric linear 'spaces and some relationships between these two 
types of convexiti~s were established. In this paper, the notions of some 
other types of convexities are extended to metric linear spaces and some 
relationships between them have. been estab.lislied. Also .some questions 
concerning the relationships between these convexities have been raised. 
We start with the following definition : 

Definitfon I. A metric linear space (X, d) is said to be strictly 

convex [l] if 

d(x, 0) ~ r, d(y, 0) ~ r imply d CX!y, 0 ) < r 

unless X=Y; x, YEX and r is any positive real number. 

Definition 2. A metric linear space (X, d) is said to be uniform'y 

eonvex [1] if to each pair of positive number ( 2 , r) there corresponds a posi
tive number 8 such that if x and y lie in X with d (x, y) ~ 2 , d(x, O)<r+,), 

d (y, 0) <r + 8 then d ( xty , 0) < r. 
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The following theorem was proved in [l]. 

Theorem 1. '(a) Every uniformly cbri'veX mefric linear space is 
strictly convex. 

(b) Every totally complete strictly convex metric linear space is 
uniformly convex (A metric linear space is said to be totally complete [l] 
if its metrically-bounded closed sets are compact). 

" . . ... ,. - .. '" ~- .. ' ,~ 
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The concept of uniform convexity'in a metric linear space is based 
on the geometric condition that if two members of the sphere are far apart 
then their mid-point is well in'sfcltfh~ sp:Reie. We consider here a generali
zation of this concept whose geomett.fo , sign:i>fidance is that the collection of 
all chords of the spherh "th'i:l:t kte patall~l to 'a fi~1d direction and whose 
lengths are bounded beh~.w by a positi;ve ,nu:tnbei; has the property that the 

/ ·"' ; t . .· . ' ' : : . • :-. ;;- ~ , .. ,,. ,. ' / \ 

mid-points of the chor'ds lie uriifotmJy cfeep iriside'the sphere. 

,,; ,.; 

Does U,<JED impU~s :.striqt c;on)'.~xitY 7 Of ,coui:s~ ,converse is nQt 
tru~. ·for example, the space qo, 1] qf-<vll'~0ntinuous Ju:rietions on [O, l] 
with the m~tric 

'., ,. ;_ . , . ,.:.:; .. ·, . r .. < . , , r· 
d(f,O) ·' supJlf(t)l+(J lf(t)2ldt)ll2} 

.. , ..... ·. , . 0 

is strictly convex, but not UCED. 

Next, we consider another weaker form of uniform· convexity, called 
local uniform convexity. Geometrically, this differs from uniform convexity 
in that it is required that one end point of the variable chord remain fixed. 

Deflnitfon 4. Ametric linear space (X, d) is said to be locally 
Utiifirmly convex if given e > 0 and an element x with d(x, 0) ~ r, there 
exists !l( e , x) > 0 such that 

d { x;y, O) < r whenever d(x, y)> e and d(y, O)<r+o. 

The following theorem shows that uniform convexity implies local 
uniform convexity and local uniform c_onvexity implies strict convexity. 

Theorem 2. (a) Every uniformly convex i:netric linear space is 
locally uniformly convex. 



(b) Every locally ~~1\f.~ppl¥ ~o;w_e.~x metric linear space is strictly 
convex. 

~~~C)f. (a)j~ aq i11w,t~d\\1,te. cqp~c;q1ienpe Qf the.. two d,efi;:t~ition~. 
·.~:- .:·,,_; t ,,_,~,-·i ~ i., , .. ,:.· •~~fL, .;\'"'"'·''' J. ~·-~ ~ ~ ~ -"," ~! .. :..:... ~ / ,,_,.. L-. 

(b) Le.t (X, cl), be fl Jocil)ly 11nifoi:mly convex. metric linear space 
and x, y E X be such that d(x, 0) ~ r, d(y, 0) ~ r. 

Let d( xi~ , 0,) ;> r. Tj1c11 for, any pbsjtive: e , the .defini~iOp of 

local uniform convexity implies d(x, y) <'. e and hence x~y. 

To illustrate t11at local unff6rm co11vexity· 1s sir6nger than 'strict 
convexity, consider the following cxumple: ' 

Let C[O~ 1) deiloles the srtncc' Mall real cont!nuous functions on 
[O, l]with 

cf( f, 0) max If( t }I 
0 ;I, 

Let <tn> be dense sequence of t}tHntll Jl1 fQ, ~].·which doe$ not include 0. 
Define a new metric d1 on [O, I] as 

1Y) 

d1 (f, 0) = [ {d(f~ O)}" + ~ 2~" I l~t,,) 12 J~. 
n I 

Then it can be seen that d 1 Ii; lltdct!y con vex but not locally unifor
mly convex. 

We raise the following problem ; 

Problem 1. Under what cmHl1thJ!Hl 11trkt convexity will imply 

·local unifoim convexity ? Of cour11c1 Thcornm I (h) gives one such set of 
conditions, but can we improve upnn ThcMcm I (h) for this case. 

We next give another weaker 1"1111nl11nil11rn1 c1111wxity. 

Definition 5. A metric lim·111 tip111·r ( 1(, d) is said lo be locally 
unifcrmlyconvex nearapointx0 il'thcrt• i:. 11 tq1ilnc :dh>lll x0 in which the 

oondi ti on for uniform con vex it y Ii o Id n. 

Geometrically, this dilfrr:1 1'111111 111iil111111 t'1111vexily in that the 
variable chord of the sphere is cq11lni11cd inn •:plll'tl' ahnul Ille point x0 , 

whereas local uniform convexity n·qui1c~1 1111ly 1hut 1111c end point ol' the 
chord remained fixed. 

Problem 2. flow is tliit: 1·011ccpt 111' lni:11I 111111'01'111 convexity near 

a point related to other ty1H:s nl' c1111vnili1x1 'I 
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